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ABSTRACT

We show explicitly how to proceed in the Monte Carlo simulation of SU2i, X U\

radiative corrections in order to include multiple soft photon emission on an event by event

basis. The method is based on the rigorous theory of summing infrared contributions to

the respective cross section by Yennie, Frautschi and Suura. Our method is illustrated on

the example of initial state bremsstrahlung.



The purpose of this letter is to describe a. new approach ' ' to the implementation

of higher order SU-n, x Ui radiative corrections to lepton-lepton and lepton-hadron pro-

cesses at high energies. For definiteness, we will use the e+e~ annihilation process near

the Z° resonance (an SLC-LEP scenario) to illustrate our methods. That the methods

generalize to lepton-hadron processes will be immediate. We begin by recapitulating some

relevant background theoretical information.

More specifically, all previous Monte Carlo implementations of higher order

SU-2L x &i radiative corrections to the processes of interest to us have involved the single

bremsstrahlung approximation a>, in which the higher order effects are represented by a

single real hard photon together with the exclusion of the infrared point (photon energy

equal to zero) from the phase space by means of a traditional cut-off on the photon energy

in the respective centre of mass system. The respective Monte Carlo programs *' then

generate events without a photon also, and these events populate phase space precisely at

the infrared point. The cross section for these events includes contributions from virtual

and real photon emission in an infrared finite result.

On the other hand, there was in the past a variety of calculations based on

the summation of the contributions from the infinite number of soft photons, i.e. on

the so-called exponentiation procedure. The rigorous formulation of the exponentiation

procedure was given by Yennie, Frautschi and Suura (YFS) 3 ' . THE YFS theory provides

a framework for the calculation in which one may improve the precision of the calculation

step by step as in the traditional perturbative expansion. However, in all previous work,

the actual practice was to replace the YFS expansion with an educated guess related

thereto 4). We refer to this as naive exponentiation. And, indeed, when the double

bremsstrahlung (two loop} result is compared fl' with that of the "exponentiated" single

bremsstrahlung (one loop), one finds that they are rather close. Thus, what remains is

the implementation of the rigorous YFS expansion, with ultraviolet improvement via the

renormalization group 1 ' , at the level of the Monte Carlo event generators so that multiple

real soft photons are actually produced appropriately in the simulated final states. Such
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a Monte Carlo procedure is the basis of our new approach to higher order SI/JL x Ui

radiative corrections. In what follows, we wilt present the elements of our procedure and

show some typical results in comparison to the various levels of "naive" (exponentiated)

radiative correction procedures. A more detailed discussion will appear elsewhere 6>.

More precisely, the renormalissa.tion group improvement of the YFS theory for

e+e~ -+ X near the Z° resonance has been given in Ref. 1. For our present purposes,

we specialize to the famous Bonneau-Martin cross section, with arbitrary numbers of soft

quanta understood. From Refs. 1 and 3 we have the representation

(1)
0 0 i t n

where here, kg = 6i/s/2,

u fe)

dr^P; * , . . . , ft.) =

d3Jt(<-iBfc--l)'S(fc)/fc|/(21r)
4 (2)

with B,B(S),S(ki) and /3B given by the standard YFS formalism so that

2a(ReB + B(6)) = (a/jr)((M*/m2) " I) '"*2 + ^M*/™,) - l + **/3)

${k) - -JL( II—11-) (herepi(2iis the e" (+) 4 - momentum and P = pi+p2 as usual)1 ' 4^\kpi kp,J *

f (
where 0' = (1 - 4mJ/a)1/2, and

2

dfl



where (x = 2k0/^; a' = «(1 - x))

(5)

is up to a normalization constant equal to S(k). Here, we have introduced

2m*

(0., is the obvious and fl^) is the polar angle of fi relative to the (—)e~'+' -beam direction

in the final qi + qi rest system. Superscript B denotes the Born approximation, q^) ls

the 4-moraentum of / ( / ) ; we take / = r, fi for definiteness.)

Renormalization group improvement of the 0{ is then effected according to the

substitutions l (G is the Z° coupling) a -> a[2mlt)/(X — 8na{2mli)botn\) and <Pjin -»

Qw(Mzo)/4it + (Mgo/Mfi,) a(X] in daB while in g{ we leave a = 1/137.03604, for example,

for x/s ^s Mzi>. Here, a(2m,,) is ct at the scale 2m(i)60 = 11/48JT3, X = Mjo/2m# and

gw(Mz0} is the SUn, coupling at scale Mz".

Our Monte Carlo events are then generated using a simplified b'n function on the

four momentum level following Ref. 1 and the true events are obtained by the standard

rejection procedure with the rejection weight ti> = b'n/bn. For completeness, we recall

from Ref. 1 that the basic Monte Carlo algorithm proceeds as follows. Consider the 0a

term in (1) (for illustration of the method). Upon integrating over the photon variables

in (1), one finds in the e+e™ cm. system, the spectrum do = exp{2a(iieB + B(S =

0'2))}$o [6(y/i-EX') /*""" p{e')de' + 8(c-KmtHC)(aA/e)(e/Ei,maal)'>
A)dEx. with aA =

2aB(S = 2Kmax/%/Fjftn(2KmaJm1), E~JI-ES- Ef,p(e) = {aA/e}(e/E^,max)''
A,

E^,max = 0'2\/s/2 and Ex< = Ej+Ef for Et = gf, i = f, f. Here, /fmoI is the maximum

energy of an undetected photon and m, is our photon mass infrared cut-off. Hence, we

use this spectrum p(c) to pick the value of e by standard Monte Carlo methods. For

£ < Kmax, one sets the number n of YFS photons equal to zero. For s > Kmax, one

picks n according to the attendant Poisson distribution Pn-i = e~ f i(n)n~ l /(" ~ 1)' ^or

5

fi = aAtn(E/Kmax). ThiB Poisson distribution is realized, for example, with photon

energies fcj = eeIl/(^3™=1e*i) for /?<>. Here Zi = tnki + Y and, for i = 2, . . . ,n ,z ; =

Ine + {lnKmax - lns)R;/ft where the average of n - 1 is then n and we note that Ri+i

are generated from a series of uniformly distributed random numbers r; e (0,1) with

RN+I = - E i l i tnti, 1 < N < n - 1 where (TI - 1) is the value of N for which RN+7. first

exceeds ft. Then Y is fixed so that fci = e — £™_Tt fci+i and z± = Ine, which implies that, at

the end of the process, we must reject the entire event if kn < Kmaac- The spherical angles

(0j,<£i) of kj are then chosen according to S(k)d3k/k. An entirely analogous procedure

may thus be applied to the Pi terms in (1) and, hence, to the {6n} themselves. It is

in this way that the Monte Carlo (IvIC) is constructed. We have arranged that the low

level Monte Carlo part is a kind of universal phase space MC program for QED initial

state bremsstrahlung. It corresponds to b'n{qu?2,fci,... ,kn) = oB{(<]i + g2)2)/2?r/3'. The

details on its implementation as well as on our complete Monte Carlo program will be

given elsewhere 6).

The resulting complete simulation of the respective multiple photon events yields

the Monte Carlo data in Fig. 1 for rf production (near the Z° resonance). For com-

pleteness, we also plot the respective Born cross section, the Bonneau-Martin cross section

formula, the naive exponentiated result of Jackson and Scharre, and the formula of Ku-

raev and Fadin *'. The Monte Carlo data correspond at each energy to two possible upper

limits on the energy of a soft photon E'°^'. There is no limit on the energy of the most

energetic photon but alt other ones must stay below E^°ft. One result (higher cross ssec-

tion) is obtained using £'"** - 2GeV and the other one using E*o/* = .1 GeV. The /J2

contribution to Fig. 1 was obtained by constructing its leading logarithmic approximation

in analogy with our construction of 0o,i- Generally, the result of the MC comes close

to the result of the naive exponentiation and it depends rather weakly on E™**. This

dependence, however, is an essential part of the calculation. Our MC data are the first to

include it.

Indeed, the variation of our Monte Carlo result with Et,"11 is the key new result
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which we wish to stress in our discussion. Historically, theorists working on SUn, x Ui.

radiative corrections have used the single bremsstrahlung approximation so that, to date,

the SU^L x Ui radiative correction Monte Carlo described in this paper is the only one

that generates the four vectors for more than 1 photon in the respective final state in
e + e~ —• X. The parameter £•"•" may be viewed as giving the first theoretical handle

on an event by event difFerential view of the naive single breroBstrahlung approximation

to the physical cross section. As E*°ft ia increased, the rigorous Monte Carlo approaches

the modern improved naive exponentiation curve d Kuraev and Fadin (similar curves

have been derived by Berends et al. 5)). °> This is consistent with the lore. But, for

£* a / t ~ .1 GeV, at the level of precision desired at SLC and LEP, there is a significant

deviation of the rigorous Monte Carlo from the totally integrated naive exponentiation

result. In other words, the multiphoton character of the final state is significant and the

naive exponentiation results can only be trusted for the totally integrated cross section:

The differential probability to see a single hard photon depends on the detector sensitivity

to the remaining soft quanta. Only by taking this effect into account can one arrive at a

realistic view of a given detector's efficiency for the various radiative SU2[, x C/L processes in

e+e~ —• X and, hence, achieve the high precision measurements required by the SLC-LEP

physics programs.

For example, the fact that the cross section for Et,°!t = .1 GeV differs from that

for £*°' f = 2 GeV means that there is a non-trivial nrobability to find a multiple photon

final state with significant total energy which differs from the state's total momentum

magnitude. Such a state is impossible to produce in a traditional radiative correction

Monte Carlo simulation which produces at most 1 real photon four vector for the final

state; for a real photon, E-, — \p~,\ in an obvious notation. The consequence is that

precise determination of the angular distribution of the TT pair in e+e~ -+ TT + n(i) near

•Jl ~ Mzo will require, in general, the rigorous YFS Monte Carlo of the type described in

this paper. Such determinations are under study.

In addition, there is the theoretically interesting change in the Monte Carlo data
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associated with adding the contribution of $2 to the Bo + fii cross section in Fig. 1. ThiB

gives an estimate of the convergence of the YFS expansion near y/a = Afzo. What we see

is that the two respective predictions differ enough that the two hard photon residual Bi

must be included for the highest precision.

The crosses represent the effect of renormalization group improvement on the

round dots. On the Z° resonance, such improvement is inessential. Away from -^s = Mz»,

it should be included in the calculation in order to obtain precise simulations.

In view of the ultimate goal of ;£ .1% accuracy on some of the spectra in t~*e~ —>

X at SLC/LEP, we have recently improved our numerical realization l0> of (1). This is

effected via the $0,i,3 by using the freedom, already emphasized by YFS, to add specific

infrared convergent gauge-invariant contributions to them. In this way, we have realized

the round dots in Fig. 2 to be compared with the results of Berends et al.6' shown therein.

The agreement in Fig. 2 is better than .1% so that, indeed, the way to subtle checks on

the SU21, x Ui theory at high energies is open.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Two solid curves represent the Born and Bonneau-Martin cross sections. The

dotted curve is according to Jackson and Scharre and the dashed curve is from

the Kuraev-Fadin result *). Three types of points come from our Monte Carlo,

104 events, statistical error below the size of the dots. Round and square dots

represent the Monte Carlo result for /?0 -f $x •+• 02 and triangle points represent

the /50 + pi result. The most energetic photon is allowed everywhere in the phase

space and other photons are confined within a sphere £., < EOf**. Two values

for the £ ' o /* cut-off are u;,ad: 2 GeV and 0.1 GeV. The crosses show the effect

of renorcnalwtion group improvement on the round dots.

•) The Kuraev-Fadin result is defined as follows:

/•l
= / dx eB{s{\ - x)}{aAxaA-l{l + SR) + aA{-l + x/2}}

Jo

Fig. 2. Improved numerical realization of the YFS Monte Carlo method. The dash-

dotted and solid curves represent the 0(a2) and the naive exponentiated 0(a2)

curves of Ref. 5 for /up production; the round dots come from our Monte Carlo.

The MC numerical accuracy is better than .1% here, s' js = 1 — v.
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